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1. Introduction
The method of the complex representation of electrical quantities is applicable 
only in the case of sinusoidal periodic regime and not in the case of non 
sinusoidal periodic regime [4]. In order to also be used in non-sinusoidal 
periodic regime, it is first used the superposition principle through which, each 
harmonica takes action in the electrical circuit. The superposition principle for 
the electric currents can be applied only after one has returned in real time 
domain. The theory of the complex linear operators allows considering the well-
2known relations from the theory of complex representation of the sinusoidal 
electrical quantities, only with a different mathematical structure.
2. One-phased electric circuits in non-sinusoidal periodic regime
2.1. Electric quantities represented by complex linear operators
2.1.1. The operational form for the voltage, electric current and impedance
Let us consider a side of an electric circuit with R, L, C parameters. The 
voltage and electric current on that side of the circuit are as follows:
   


1
0 sin
k
kk tkUUtu                                                 (1)         
and
   


1
0 sin2
k
kkk tkIIti                                           (2)
Accordingly to each harmonica from relations (1) and (2), we have the 
complex representation:
    '''sincos kkkkkkk jUUjUUtu         ,....2,1k                  (3)
          '''sincos kkkkkkkkk jIIjIIti         ....3,2,1k                  (4)
The complex impedance for that side of circuit, with R, L, C in series, is: 




 
Ck
LkjRZ k 
1                                        (5)
It is known that for each harmonica, k, we can write:
kkk IZU                  ....3,2,1k                          (6)
Accordingly to the proposed method, we create a diagonal matrix, 
infinitely extended with elements from relations (3) and (4):














'''
''
1
'
1
0
000
0.....00
000
000
ˆ
kk UjU
UjU
U
U
(7)
3













'''
''
1
'
1
0
000
0.....00
000
000
ˆ
kk IjI
IjI
I
I
In order to respect the superposition principle imposed by relation (6), it 
results that the impedance matrix has to be a diagonal one:













kZ
Z
Z
Z
Z
..........00
.........000
.........000
.........000
ˆ
2
1
0
                                                (8)
From relations (7) and (8), it results that relation (6) has the following 
generalized form:
IZU ˆˆˆ                                                                 (9)
2.1.2. The operational form for the electric resistance, inductive reactance and 
capacitive reactance
We will proceed in detailing relation (8) in more elements with matrix form, 
such as: 
- electric resistance: 













R
R
R
R
R
.........
.........
.........
.........
ˆ                                                          (10) 
- inductive reactance:
   


























k
Lj
Lk
L
L
L
jXj L
.........
...2......
......1...
.........0
.........
...2......
......1...
.........0
ˆ 




                       (11)
We introduce the harmonics operator Kˆ , as follows:
4












k
K
.........
...2......
......1...
.........0
ˆ                                                         (12)
Relation (11) can be written using the harmonics operator Kˆ :
KLjXj L ˆˆ                                 (13)
which generalizes relation: LjkjX L       
- capacitive reactance:
-






































k
C
j
Ck
C
C
jXj C
1
.........
............
......
1
1
...
.........
0
1
1
1
.........
............
......
1
1
...
.........
0
1
ˆ




                  (14)
Relation (14) can be written using the harmonics operator Kˆ :
  11 ˆˆ1ˆ   KCjK
C
jXj C                                              (15)
which generalizes relation: 
Cjk
jXC 
1
2.1.3. Effective value of the electric voltage and current
The effective value for the electric current and voltage is obtained from relations 
(1) and (2):
               



0
22
1
2
0 ..........
k
kkef UUUUU
(16)
              



0
222
1
2
0 ..........
k
kkef IIIII
5Based on relations (7), it can be noticed that relations (16) are obtained 
from:
*ˆˆˆ UUtraceU                      *ˆˆˆ IItraceI                            (17)
The quantities
*
Uˆ and
*
Iˆ , represent the complex conjugated form of the 
matrixes (7).
2.1.4. Formulas for returning in real time domain
Knowing the matrix form of the electric current Iˆ , we want to determine a 
way to return in real time domain, meaning to get back to relation (2).
In sinusoidal periodic regime, if one knows the complex form for the 
electric current I , in order to return in real time domain it uses the formulas: 
Ial
Iag
arctg 

Re
Im
        22 ImRe IagIalI                                    (18)
     tIti sin2   
Accordingly to the proposed method, the returning in real time is made 
symbolically with the same sets of formulas (18), to which is introduced the 
symbol” ^”. For (Σ) we introduce: trace. 
Based on the above mentioned, formulas (18) take the following operational 
form:
     1ˆReˆImˆ IalIagarctg                  
   22 ˆImˆReˆ IagIalI                                          (19)
                                               ˆˆsinˆ2  tkItraceti                                                
Accordingly to relation (7) we have:














 
'
'
1
0
*
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆˆ
2
1ˆRe
kI
I
I
IIIal
(20)                                  
6













 
''
''
1*
.........
............
.........
.........0
ˆˆ
2
ˆIm
kI
I
II
j
Iag
From relations (19) and (20) we obtain:

















'
''
'
1
''
1
.........
.........
.........
.........0
ˆ
k
k
I
I
I
I
arctg                                                 (21)
Due to the fact that the matrix (21) is diagonal, the trigonometry function is 
applied to each element of the matrix:

















'
''
'
1
''
1
.........
............
.........
.........0
ˆ
k
k
I
I
arctg
I
I
arctg
                                         (22)
From relations (19) and (20) we obtain: 
     22 ˆImˆReˆ IagIalI
















2''2'
2''
1
2'
1
0
.........
............
.........
.........
kk II
II
I
               (23)
Accordingly to the symbols from relation (19) and relations (12) and (22), we 
have:
  






























































'
''
'
1
''
1
.........
............
.........
.........0
.........
...2......
......1...
.........0
sinˆˆsin
k
k
I
I
arctg
I
I
arctg
k
tkt 
7


















 



 

'
''
'
1
''
1
sin.........
............
......sin...
.........0
k
k
I
I
arctgtk
I
I
arctgt


                         (24)
The electric current’s expression in real time domain, on each harmonica, 
is obtained from relations (23) and (24) and is given by relation:
   
 













kk tkI
tI
tI


sin.........
............
......sin...
.........0
ˆ 11                             (25)
From relation (25), the Fourier series is obtained:
   tItraceIti ˆ20                                                     (26)
2.1.5. The operational form of the electric powers 
The complex electric power in sinusoidal periodic regime is calculated 
using the relation: 
*IUS                                                                (27)
Accordingly to the proposed method, in non-sinusoidal periodic regime, 
relation (27) can be rewritten in a symbolic form:
*ˆˆˆ IUS                                                                (28)
which based on relations (7), has the expression:













*
*
22
*
11
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆ
kk IU
IU
IU
S                                                (29)
The active and reactive power can be obtained from (29) and has the 
expression:
8













 
kP
P
P
SSSalP
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆˆ
2
1ˆReˆ 2
1
*
(30)














 
kQ
Q
Q
SS
j
SagQ
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆˆ
2
ˆImˆ 2
1
*
The active electric power, respectively the reactive power on all harmonics is: 
PtracePall ˆ                        QtraceQall ˆ                                    (31)
The apparent power in form of:
   .................... 22120221202  kk IIIUUUS                     (32)
is obtained from relations (16):




 **2 ˆˆˆˆ IItraceUUtraceS                                                 (33)
The deforming power as Budeanu defines [3] is obtained from relations (31) and
(33):
2222
allall QPSD                                                     (34)
3. Three-phased electric circuits in non-sinusoidal periodic regime
3.1. The operational form of the three-phased electric voltages and currents 
Let us consider a three-phased electric circuit, with electromotive voltages as 
follows:
   ik
k
eikeiei tkuutu   


sin2
1
0     3,2,1i                             (35)
In the three-phased electric circuit, the electrical currents are determined:
   ikikik
k
ii tkIIti   


sin2
1
0    3,2,1i                      (36)
9The phases’ electric parameters are:  111 ,, CLR ,  222 ,, CLR ,  333 ,, CLR . 
Accordingly to relation (7), relations (35) and (36) can be written in operational 
form:













eik
ei
ei
ei
U
U
U
U
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆ 1
0
                3,2,1i                        (37)













ik
i
i
i
I
I
I
I
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆ 1
0
                    3,2,1i                       (38)
In sinusoidal periodic regime, the line voltages are defined as follows:
jiij UUU            3,2,1i , 3,2,1j , ji                  (39)
In non-sinusoidal periodic regime, relation (39) is rewritten as a relation between 
the operators: 
jiij UUU ˆˆˆ        3,2,1i , 3,2,1j , ji                  (40)
The following operators correspond to phase impedances: 













ik
i
i
i
Z
Z
Z
Z
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆ 1
0
                 3,2,1i                           (41) 
3.2. Solving methods for the electric circuits in non-sinusoidal periodic regime
3.2.1. The neutral point displacement voltage
Among the specific methods for calculating the three-phased electric circuits in 
star connection, one can use the neutral point displacement voltage.
In sinusoidal permanent regime the neutral point displacement voltage is expressed 
by relation [3]:
          3322114321 YUYUYUYYYYU eee                          (42)
10
which, for non-sinusoidal periodic regime, becomes: 
   33221114321 ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ YUYUYUYYYYU eee                          (43)
where:



















ik
i
i
i
Z
Z
Z
Y
1
.........
............
......
1
...
.........
1
ˆ
1
0
                3,2,1i                      (44)
The phase voltages for the consumer become:
UUU eii ˆˆˆ                         3,2,1i                    (45)
Knowing the operational form of the consumer’s voltage and its operational 
impedance, the electric currents can be calculated using the formulas:
  iii UZI ˆˆˆ 1                            3,2,1i                  (46)
3. 2. 2. The method of the symmetric components 
In non-sinusoidal periodic regime, to operators 1 ,a , 2a 




2
3
2
1
ja correspond 
the operators:













1.........
...1......
......1...
.........1
1ˆ                                                        (47)













a
a
a
a
a
.........
.........
.........
.........
ˆ                                                         (48)
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












2
2
2
2
2
ˆ.........
...ˆ......
......ˆ...
.........ˆ
ˆ
a
a
a
a
a                                                       (49)
The calculus of the symmetric components which correspond to a given 
system of nonsymmetrical three-phased quantities, in non-sinusoidal periodic 
regime is using the following operational relations: 
 
 
 









32
2
1
3
2
21
321
ˆˆˆˆˆ
3
1ˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆ
3
1ˆ
ˆˆˆ
3
1ˆ
UaUaUU
UaUaUU
UUUU
i
d
h
                                             (50)
Accordingly to operators (47), (48), (49), we have the impedances:
 
 
 









32
2
1
3
2
21
321
ˆˆˆˆˆ
3
1ˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆ
3
1ˆ
ˆˆˆ
3
1ˆ
ZaZaZZ
ZaZaZZ
ZZZZ
i
d
h
                                             (51)
Between the symmetrical components of the voltage system (50) and the ones 
of the current system there are [3]:































i
d
h
i
d
h
hid
dhi
idh
U
U
U
I
I
I
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ
                                          (52)
The system of equations (52), is solved using the symbolic expressions of the 
operators dh II ˆ,ˆ  and iIˆ .






























 
i
d
h
hid
dhi
idh
i
d
h
U
U
U
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
I
I
I
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ 1
                                           (53)
After calculus we obtain:
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 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



iidhdhidhdhiidhidhi
idhididhhhididhidhd
ihidddhihidhidhidhh
UZZZUZZZUZZZZZZZZZI
UZZZUZZZUZZZZZZZZZI
UZZZUZZZUZZZZZZZZZI
ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ3ˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ3ˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ3ˆˆˆˆ
2221333
2221333
2221333
(54)
In relations (54) all terms from right are diagonal square matrixes with 
known values, so that  idh III ˆ,ˆ,ˆ are diagonal matrixes with known values. The 
electric currents written using operational form on each phase become known and 
are calculated with formulas:








idh
idh
idh
IaIaII
IaIaII
IIII
ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆ
2
3
2
2
1
                                                   (55)
Returning in real time domain is made accordingly to the ones presented in 
paragraph 2.1.4.
3.3. Electric power in three-phased electric circuits 
3. 3. 1. Active and reactive complex electric power 
The complex electric power of a phase can be calculated using relations:













*
*
22
*
11
*
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆˆˆ
ikik
ii
ii
iii
IU
IU
IU
IUS       3,2,1i               (56)
The active and reactive electric powers on each phase depending on the 
harmonics are:














 
ik
i
i
iiii
P
P
P
SSSalP
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆˆ
2
1ˆReˆ 2
1
*
    3,2,1i               (57)
   














 
ik
i
i
iiii
Q
Q
Q
SS
j
SagQ
.........
............
.........
.........
ˆˆ
2
ˆImˆ 2
1
*
       3,2,1i            (58)
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The total active and reactive electric powers of the three-phased electric circuit are:



3
1
ˆ
i
iall PtraceP                                                          (59)



3
1
ˆ
i
iall QtraceQ                                                         (60)
3.3.2. The total maximum power of the three-phased electric circuit 
Accordingly to relation (32), the total apparent power of the three-phased electric 
circuit in non-sinusoidal regime has the following expression [5]:




 





3
1 1
2
3
1 1
2
i k
ik
i k
ik IUS                                                     (61)
Depending on the voltage and current operators, relation (61) becomes:
     
3
1
*
3
1
* ˆˆˆˆ
i
ii
i
ii IItraceUUtraceS                                              (62)
3.3.3. The non-symmetric electric power 
The expression for the non-symmetric electric power of the three-phased electric 
circuit depending on the harmonics is:
  




 


 
3
1
3
1 1
22222
. cos2
i
ji
j
jkik
k
jkikjkikikjkjkikallnosym IIUUIUIUP           (63)
In order to determine the expression of the non-symmetry power of the three-
phased electric circuit corresponding to the harmonic k, we need to know the 
following expressions for the powers:
- the total active power of the three-phased electric circuit corresponding to the 
harmonic k:
 
 

3
1
3
1
, cos
i i
ikikikikallk PIUP 
- the total reactive power of the three-phased electric circuit corresponding to 
the harmonic k:
 
 

3
1
3
1
, sin
i i
ikikikikallk QIUQ 
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- the total apparent power of the three-phased electric circuit corresponding to 
the harmonic k:
     
 

3
1
3
1
,
i i
ikikikallk SIUS
The non-symmetry power of the three-phased electric circuit corresponding to 
the harmonic k is given by:
2
,
2
,
2
,
2
, allkallkallknosymk QPSP                                        (64)
The non-symmetry power of the three-phased electric circuit corresponding to 
all harmonics is obtained by summing relation (64) after k:
  




1 1
2
,
2
,
2
,
2
,
2
,
k k
allkallkallknosymkallnosym QPSPP                   (65)
Depending on relations (56), (57) and (58), relation (65) becomes:
 222 , ˆˆˆˆ allallallnosym QPSStraceP                                         (66)
In which:

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3
1
ˆˆ
i
iSS                                                                 


3
1
ˆˆ
i
iall PP
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3
1
ˆˆ
i
iSS                                                              


3
1
ˆˆ
i
iall QQ
3.3.4. The total deforming electric power
The total deforming electric power represents the sum of all deforming 
powers corresponding to each phase and has the following expression:
  





 








3
1 1 1
222222222 cos2
i k
kl
l
ilikilikilikikililikall IIUUIUIUD                (67)
Depending on powers, relation (67) becomes:
 


3
1
2
.
2
.
22
i
inosyminosymiall QPSD                                            (68)
Using relations (59) and (60), relation (68) becomes:
   
 


 


 





 


3
1
22**2 ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
i
iiiiiiall QtracePtraceIItraceUUtraceD              (69)
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3.3.5. The non-symmetry deforming electric power 
The non-symmetry deforming electric power is a concept introduced in 
paper [5] which represents, from a physical point of view the interaction between 
different harmonics that belong to different phases. The mathematical expression 
is:
22
.
2222
allallnosymallallnosym DPQPSD                                 (70)
Each of the terms from right is known from relations (61), (59), (60), (66) and
(69).
4. Conclusions
In this paper, it is presented how the theory of the complex, linear operators 
for one and three-phased electric circuits can be applied when working in a non-
sinusoidal periodic regime, without affecting the formulas from the sinusoidal 
periodic regime. For this purpose, there have been deduced: 
In this paper, there have been introduced diagonal, infinite-dimensioned 
matrixes as complex linear operators with which there have been defined the 
following quantities: 
- the operational form of the electric voltage Uˆ   and of the electric current Iˆ
relation (7)
- the operational form of the electric impedance Zˆ  relation (8)
- the operational form of the harmonics kˆ  relation (12)
- the operational form of the effective values Uˆ  and Iˆ , relation (17)
- the operational form of the phase ˆ , relation (22)
- the operational form of the an electric quantity in real time domain  tiˆ , 
relation (26)
- the operational form of the complex power Sˆ , relation (28)
- the operational form of the active electric power Pˆ and of the reactive 
electric power Qˆ  relations (30)
- the operational form of the total active electric power Pall and of the total 
reactive power Qall ,relation (31)
- the operational form of the apparent electric power, S, relation (33)
- the operational form of the deforming power D, relation (34)
- the operational form of the voltages on lines ijUˆ , relation (40)
- the operational form of the neutral point displacement voltage Uˆ , relation
(43)
- the operational form of the rotation operators 2ˆ,ˆ,1ˆ aa , relations (47), (48), 
(49)
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- the operational form of the symmetrical components idh UUU ˆ,ˆ,ˆ , relation (50)
- the operational form of the impedances idh ZZZ ˆ,ˆ,ˆ , relation (51)
- the operational form of the currents idh III ˆ,ˆ,ˆ , relation (54)
- the operational form of the currents on  phase 321 ˆ,ˆ,ˆ III , relation (55)
- the operational form of the apparent electric power iSˆ , relation (56)
- the operational form of the active electric power iPˆ , relation (57)
- the operational form of the reactive electric power iQˆ , relation (58) 
- the operational form of the total active power, allP , relation (59)
- the operational form of the total reactive electric power allQ , relation (60)
- the operational form of the apparent electric power, relation (62)
- the operational form of the non-symmetry electric power 2 ,allnosymP , relation
(66)
- the operational form of the deforming power 2allD , relation (68)
- the operational form of the non-symmetry deforming electric power 2nosymD , 
relation (70).
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